This paper evaluates the effect of a lightning strike directly on the 24 kV distribution lines in Thailand, where such strikes are one of the main causes of power outages. The voltage across the insulator, and the arrester energy absorbed due to the lightning, need to be analyzed for different grounding distances of the overhead ground wire, ground resistance, lightning impact positions, and lightning current waveforms. Analysis and simulations are conducted using the Alternative Transients Program/Electromagnetic Transients Program (ATP/EMTP) to find the energy absorbed by the arrester and the voltages across the insulator. The results indicate that when surge arresters are not installed, the voltage across the insulator at the end of the line is approximately 1.4 times that in the middle of the line. In addition, the ground resistance and grounding distance of the overhead ground wire affect the voltage across the insulator if the overhead ground wire is struck. When surge arresters are installed, a shorter grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and a lower ground resistance are not always desirable; this is because they reduce the back-flashover rate and the voltage across the insulator if lightning strikes the overhead ground wire. However, lightning strikes to the phase conductor result in high arrester energy and the possibility that the arrester will fail. Furthermore, the tail time of the lightning waveform is a significant variable when considering the energy absorbed by the arrester, whereas the front time is important for the voltage across the insulator. In case lightning strikes directly on the connected point between the overhead lines and the underground cables, the distribution line system is protected only by the lightning arrester at the connection point. The overvoltage at the connection point is lower than the basic impulse level at 24 kV of 125 kV, but the overvoltage at the end of the cable is still more than 125 kV in case the cable is longer than 400 m. When the distribution line system is protected by the lightning arrester at both the connection point and the end of the cable, it results in overvoltage throughout the cable is lower than the critical flashover of insulation. This method is the best way to reduce the failure rate of underground cables and equipment that are connected to the distribution line system.
Introduction
Lightning is a significant cause of temporary and permanent power outages, due to the abnormal stresses it puts on the distribution lines. Studies from China, Japan, and Malaysia indicate that lightning is a major cause of power outages [1, 2] , with 40-70% of the total number of outages caused by lightning [3] . In Thailand, statistics from the Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) [4] report 5000 outages per year with an unknown cause that may be the result of lightning hitting the system. Therefore, lightning protection is an important consideration in the design of distribution lines.
There are many techniques that are considered efficient ways of decreasing the frequency of outages, due to lightning strike; these include using overhead ground wires and surge arresters, which that a lightning current traversing the cable sheath could cause a high electric field to occur when the ground resistance is low. In addition, the ground permittivity and lightning position will affect the electric field, and they found that the sheath current is dependent on the ground resistance. It was shown by Reference [23] that external surge arresters alone are insufficient to protect a gas-insulated substation. This study applied an internal surge arrester connected to a gas-insulated substation in order to reduce the high electrical stress placed on it. It was demonstrated in Reference [24] that reducing the soil resistivity and permittivity decreases the rate of power outages by 13-32% for usual distributions. A composite transmission line was applied by Reference [25] ; the results showed that the best structure is a double-grounding conductor system, as flashover will not happen in this structure with either negative or positive lightning current. It was also found that the radius of the grounding conductors had little effect on improving lightning performance.
As highlighted above, lightning has been investigated as the main cause of supply disruption in overhead distribution lines. Many researchers have recommended various ways of improving the lightning performance of overhead distribution lines, and these are summarized in Table 1 . The comparison of this study with similar work is shown in Table 2 . When compared to similar studies, this one has added the results of grounding distance of overhead ground wire which affects the lightning performance of the distribution line system in case lightning strikes the middle or the end of the line. Furthermore, when lightning strikes the connecting point between the overhead line and the underground cables, we found that the longer underground cables lengths should be investigated more thoroughly when installing the lightning arrester at only the connection point. Table 1 . Systems of protection for distribution lines.
Method Advantages Disadvantages
Using shielding wire above the cable to intercept the lightning [5] Easy to install and not expensive Relies on designs with low ground resistance Adding vertical rods [12] Not expensive Hard to install, a slight decrease in ground resistance
Install surge arrester [14, 17] The best option for reducing the back-flashover and outage rate Expensive, arrester may fail in cases with low ground resistance Using the low-resistivity material covering the grounding conductor [18] Decrease the power-frequency grounding resistance A slight decrease in ground resistance
Using a composite transmission line tower by double grounding the conductor system [25] Flashover will not happen for negative or positive injected lightning current
Hard to install, expensive
The aim of this study was to evaluate several methods of decreasing the outage rate caused by lightning strikes directly to distribution lines. First, we considered the result of installing an overhead ground wire. Then, we investigated the effect of installing a surge arrester to reduce the voltage across the insulators and the energy absorption of the arrester, with different ground resistances, lightning current waveforms, lightning impact positions, and grounding distances of the overhead ground wire. The analysis and simulation were carried out using the Alternative Transients Program/Electromagnetic Transient Program (ATP/EMTP) [26, 27] . The results in this study will help installation teams to evaluate the grounding system design used for the 24 kV distribution lines in Thailand. The rest of this paper is divided into three parts as: Section 2, data and model for analysis; Section 3, review the model for various sections of distribution lines in the simulation program, an explanation of the method and results of the analysis; and Section 4, discussion and conclusions. 
This Study Similar Work
This paper evaluates the effect of a lightning strike directly to the 24 kV distribution lines in Thailand. The analysis shows that: (1) . When surge arresters are not installed, the voltage across the insulator at the end of the line is approximately 1.4 times that in the middle of the line; (2) . The ground resistance and grounding distance of the overhead ground wire affect the voltage across the insulator if the overhead ground wire is struck; (3) . When surge arresters are installed, a shorter grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and a lower ground resistance are not always desirable; this is because they reduce the back-flashover rate and the voltage across the insulator if lightning strikes the overhead ground wire. However, lightning strikes to the phase conductor result in high arrester energy and the possibility that the arrester will fail; (4) . The tail time of the lightning waveform is a significant variable when considering the energy absorbed by the arrester, whereas the front time is important for the voltage across the insulator; (5) . In the case where lightning directly strikes the connecting point between the overhead lines and the underground cables, the distribution line system is protected only by the lightning arrester at the connection point. The overvoltage the connection point is lower than the basic impulse level at 24 kV of 125 kV, but the overvoltage at the end of the cable is still more than 125 kV when the cable is longer than 400 m. When the distribution line system is protected by lightning arrester at both the connection point and the end of the cable, overvoltage throughout the cable is lower than the critical flashover of insulation. This method is the best way to reduce the failure rate of underground cables and equipment that are connected to the distribution line system.
Reference [17] describes the effect of overhead ground wire and the influence of the installation location of the surge protection device on energy absorption, due to a direct lightning strike on the 6.6 kV distribution line. The analysis shows that: (1) . The overhead ground is more effective in preventing damage to the surge arrester than increasing the surge arrester's ability to withstand damage; (2) . The energy absorption without an overhead ground wire is about 3-5 times larger than that with one; (3) . In case lightning strikes directly to the overhead ground, the energy absorption of the surge protection device installed at the end of the line will be increased to approximately 2.3 times that of the arresters installed at the middle of the line; (4). Grčić et al. [7] deal with lightning overvoltage in a mixture of overhead line and underground cable distribution network supplying an industrial consumer with a 35 kV distribution line; (5) . The open end of the cable was considered in simulations as the most unfavorable, and optimal overvoltage protection was selected, including the installation of surge arresters at both cable ends, which significantly improved the overvoltage protection of the cable.
Data and Model for Analysis

24 kV Distribution Line Arrangement
The three-phase single-circuit [28] , 50 Hz, 24 kV distribution lines in Thailand use 1 × 50 mm 2 steel wire as external and overhead ground wires; the phase conductors are equipped with 3 × 185 mm 2 space aerial cable. In this study, when the arresters were not installed, a single dead-end structure was used to analyze lightning strikes to the end of the distribution line, as in Figure 1a , and an angle support structure was used for the middle of the distribution line, as in Figure 1b . When the arresters were installed, single dead-end and double dead-end structures with arresters were used to analyze lightning strikes to the end and middle of the line, respectively-see Figure 1c ,d. The concrete pole was 12 m high, and the ground rod was 16 mm in diameter and 2.4 m long. 
Lightning Current Model
The International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) lightning current waveform was used with a CIGRE type15 current source. The impedance of the lightning strike channel was 400 Ω parallel to the current source [29] [30] [31] [32] ; normally, the time to halve the value, or the tail time, is stable at 77.5 μs. The front time of the lightning current can be calculated from Equations (1) and (2) 
The lightning current waveform was a CIGRE concave shape, shown in 
The International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) lightning current waveform was used with a CIGRE type15 current source. The impedance of the lightning strike channel was 400 Ω parallel to the current source [29] [30] [31] [32] ; normally, the time to halve the value, or the tail time, is stable at 77.5 µs. The front time of the lightning current can be calculated from Equations (1) and (2):
The lightning current waveform was a CIGRE concave shape, shown in Figure 2 . 
Surge Arrester Model
A surge arrester was installed between the earth and the phase conductor. It had high impedance (MΩ) in normal conditions, but low impedance during a lightning strike to the system; hence, the lightning current is transmitted to the earth. The arrester improves the performance of the distribution line if there is very high ground resistance or bad shielding protection.
The characteristics of the surge arrester are recommended by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) W.G. 3.4.11. [32] . The frequency-dependent model consists of the nonlinear-resistors A0 and A1 forming an RLC filter, as shown in Figure 3 . The values of the resistors, inductors, and capacitors depend on the number of parallel columns of metal-oxide discs and the height of the arrester [33] ; they are given by: L1 = 15 d/n (μH), R1 = 65 d/n (Ω), L0 = 0.2 d/n (μH), R0 = 100 d/n (Ω), and C = 100 n/d (pF). The values of A0 and A1 were given by the V-I characteristics as supplied by the manufacture and obtained from an 8/20 ms impulse that maintained the IEC standard discharge current wave shape. The arrester characteristics are shown in Table 3 . 
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Ground Rod Model
The ground rod was simulated by a model that did not vary at high frequencies; its resistance is given in Equation (3) [33] :
External Ground Wire Model
Zinc-coated steel wire was applied as an external ground wire. Surge impedance is given by Equation (4) [34] :
Insulator Model
Insulators in the MEA's 24 kV distribution line are used to fix and separate three-phase conductors [35, 36] . A pin-post insulator is used for the middle line construction, and a suspension insulator is used for the terminal line construction, as shown in Figure 4 . The model of the insulator instead of capacitance is approximately 100 pF [37] . 
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Method and Results
Lightning Strike to the Middle and the End of the Line
Method
In Thailand, the 24-kV distribution line has a grounding distance of 200 m between the concrete poles. However, a widespread power outage can occur if lightning strikes the system in an area with very high ground resistance. In this study, we considered the effect of the ground resistance, grounding distance of the overhead ground wire, lightning wave shape, and lightning impact position on the voltage across the insulator, and the arrester energy discharge in the case of a lightning strike in the middle or at the end of the overhead ground wire or phase conductor. We aimed to provide guidelines for the designers of lightning protection. We considered five overhead ground wire grounding distances-40, 80, 120, 160, and 200 m, as shown in Figure 5 . 
Method and Results
Lightning Strike to the Middle and the End of the Line
Method
In Thailand, the 24-kV distribution line has a grounding distance of 200 m between the concrete poles. However, a widespread power outage can occur if lightning strikes the system in an area with very high ground resistance. In this study, we considered the effect of the ground resistance, grounding distance of the overhead ground wire, lightning wave shape, and lightning impact position on the voltage across the insulator, and the arrester energy discharge in the case of a lightning strike in the middle or at the end of the overhead ground wire or phase conductor. We aimed to provide guidelines for the designers of lightning protection. We considered five overhead ground wire grounding distances-40, 80, 120, 160, and 200 m, as shown in Figure 5 . The ATP/EMTP was used to analyze a direct lightning strike on the 24 kV distribution lines, as shown in Figure 6 . The CIGRE type15 model was applied in this project using the insulator instead of capacitance. The parameters used for the design are shown in Table 4 . The ATP/EMTP was used to analyze a direct lightning strike on the 24 kV distribution lines, as shown in Figure 6 . The CIGRE type15 model was applied in this project using the insulator instead of capacitance. The parameters used for the design are shown in Table 4 . The ATP/EMTP was used to analyze a direct lightning strike on the 24 kV distribution lines, as shown in Figure 6 . The CIGRE type15 model was applied in this project using the insulator instead of capacitance. The parameters used for the design are shown in Table 4 . A lightning strike to the phase conductor (in the case of a shielding failure) in the middle of the line is shown in Figures 1b and 7a . The resulting voltage across the insulator is very high, approximately 4200 kV, given by Equations (5) and (6) , and shown in Figure 8a [38] . A lightning strike to the phase conductor (in the case of a shielding failure) in the middle of the line is shown in Figure 1b and Figure 7a . The resulting voltage across the insulator is very high, approximately 4,200 kV, given by Equations (5) and (6) , and shown in Figure 8a [38] . The lightning strikes to the end of the phase conductor, represented in Figures 1a and 7b , produce a voltage across the insulator of approximately 5800 kV, as shown in Figure 8b . The voltage across the insulator at the end of the phase conductor is larger than that in the middle because the total surge impedance at the end of the line is greater than it is in the middle of the line, as given in Equations (7) and (8) [38] : e c,end = Z total I = Z c x I
e 1,end = e c,end − e g,end = e c,end − (I R x R)
In both cases, the voltage across the insulator is greater than the critical flashover of the insulator, which means that flashover of the insulator will occur. The ground resistance and the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire had a slight effect on the voltage across the insulator.
(A.2) Strike to the Overhead Ground Wire
A lightning strike to the overhead ground wire is illustrated in Figure 9a . A voltage builds up in the overhead ground wire until a travelling wave travels down to the bottom of the concrete pole, through external ground wire and in both directions along the overhead ground wire. The voltage is created by the strike current and the total impedance of the overhead ground wire and external ground wire, according to Equation (9):
Generally, travelling waves on a distribution line reach a discontinuity point, such as a change in the surge impedance, where the current and voltage are "reflected" back to their starting point, as shown in Figure 9b , as well as "transmitted" onward. The voltage across the insulator decreases with the grounding distance of the overhead wire and the ground resistance, for both the middle and end of the overhead ground wire; this is because of the lower ground resistance results in a negative reflected wave coefficient (Γ), (R < Z T ). The negative reflected wave voltage (V R ) then traveling backwards from the bottom of the top of the pole and subtracts the voltage at the top of the pole, as given by Equation (10); as a result, the voltage across the insulator is reduced, as given by Equation (11):
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Based on the results in Figure 10a , if we reduce the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire from 200 to 40 m, then the voltage across the sulator will be reduced from 1000 kV to 600 kV if the ground resistance is 50 Ω. Similarly, if the ground resistance is reduced from 50 to 1 Ω, then the voltage across the insulator will be reduced from 600 to 200 kV if the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire is 40 m. Therefore, we should install poles every 40 m to minimize the voltage across the insulator; however, some areas have high ground resistance, so adding a level of critical flashover for the insulator is required. For example, at 10 Ω (the average ground resistance in Thailand), the critical flashover of the insulator should be adding between 205 and 280 kV so that the distribution system can withstand a lightning strike to the pole. Similarly, based on Figure 10b , the critical flashover of the insulator should be adding between 305 kV and 320 kV. reflected wave coefficient (Г), (R<ZT). The negative reflected wave voltage (VR) then traveling backwards from the bottom of the top of the pole and subtracts the voltage at the top of the pole, as given by Equation (10); as a result, the voltage across the insulator is reduced, as given by Equation (11):
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The grounding distance of the overhead ground wire has an effect because the reflection from other concrete poles can decrease the peak voltage at the concrete pole, which was struck before reaching the peak voltage. The narrow grounding distance of the overhead ground wire means that the reflected wave from the adjacent pole will arrive at the struck pole in time; the wave time can be estimated using Equation (12):
Based on the results in Figure 10a , if we reduce the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire from 200 to 40 m, then the voltage across the sulator will be reduced from 1000 kV to 600 kV if the ground resistance is 50 Ω. Similarly, if the ground resistance is reduced from 50 to 1 Ω, then the voltage across the insulator will be reduced from 600 to 200 kV if the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire is 40 m. Therefore, we should install poles every 40 m to minimize the voltage across the insulator; however, some areas have high ground resistance, so adding a level of critical flashover for the insulator is required. For example, at 10 Ω (the average ground resistance in Thailand), the critical flashover of the insulator should be adding between 205 and 280 kV so that the distribution system can withstand a lightning strike to the pole. Similarly, based on Figure 10b , the critical flashover of the insulator should be adding between 305 kV and 320 kV. The effect of the lightning impact location on the front times of the lightning wave shape is shown in Figure 11a ; the voltage across the insulator decreases as the front time of the lightning current increases. For example, if lightning strikes the phase conductor at the end of the line, then the The effect of the lightning impact location on the front times of the lightning wave shape is shown in Figure 11a ; the voltage across the insulator decreases as the front time of the lightning current increases. For example, if lightning strikes the phase conductor at the end of the line, then the front time increases from 2 to 4 µs, because the voltage across the insulator decreases from 8000 to 5000 kV. However, if lightning strikes the overhead ground wire, the front time of the lightning current wave shape has little effect on the voltage across the insulator, as shown in Figure 11b . The tail time of the lightning current wave shape has a slight effect on the voltage across the insulator if lightning strikes either the overhead ground wire or the phase conductor, as shown in Figure 12 . In the event of a lightning strike to phase conductor when arresters are installed, as shown in Figure 1c ,d and Figure 13a , the voltage across the insulator will be approximately 92-96 kV or 115-135 kV in case of a strike to the middle or end of the phase conductor, respectively, as shown in Figure  14 . The voltage across the insulator depends on the ground resistance, the voltage at the phase conductor, and the voltage at the overhead ground wire. The results show that the voltage across the insulator decreases as the ground resistance increases, following Equations (13) and (14) [38]; in addition, the narrow grounding distance of the overhead ground wire will cause the voltage across the insulator to decrease, as given by Equation (10). The tail time of the lightning current wave shape has a slight effect on the voltage across the insulator if lightning strikes either the overhead ground wire or the phase conductor, as shown in Figure 12 . The tail time of the lightning current wave shape has a slight effect on the voltage across the insulator if lightning strikes either the overhead ground wire or the phase conductor, as shown in Figure 12 . In the event of a lightning strike to phase conductor when arresters are installed, as shown in Figure 1c ,d and Figure 13a , the voltage across the insulator will be approximately 92-96 kV or 115-135 kV in case of a strike to the middle or end of the phase conductor, respectively, as shown in Figure  14 . The voltage across the insulator depends on the ground resistance, the voltage at the phase conductor, and the voltage at the overhead ground wire. The results show that the voltage across the insulator decreases as the ground resistance increases, following Equations (13) and (14) [38]; in In the event of a lightning strike to phase conductor when arresters are installed, as shown in Figure 1c ,d and Figure 13a , the voltage across the insulator will be approximately 92-96 kV or 115-135 kV in case of a strike to the middle or end of the phase conductor, respectively, as shown in Figure 14 . The voltage across the insulator depends on the ground resistance, the voltage at the phase conductor, and the voltage at the overhead ground wire. The results show that the voltage across the insulator decreases as the ground resistance increases, following Equations (13) and (14) [38] ; in addition, the narrow grounding distance of the overhead ground wire will cause the voltage across the insulator to decrease, as given by Equation (10). The crest voltage at the phase conductor is given by If lightning strikes the overhead ground wire when the arrester is installed as shown in Figure  1c ,d and Figure 13b , then the voltage across the insulator will be approximately 40-75 kV or 43-78 kV in the case of a lightning strike to the middle or end of the overhead ground wire, respectively, as shown in Figure 15 . The voltage across the insulator depends on the ground resistance, the voltage at phase conductor, and the voltage at overhead ground wire. If the ground resistance increases, then the voltage across the insulator also increases according to Equations (15) and (16) [38] . In addition, the narrow grounding distance of the overhead ground wire will cause the voltage across the insulator to decrease, following Equation (13).
The crest voltage of the overhead ground wire and phase conductor is given by The crest voltage at the phase conductor is given by If lightning strikes the overhead ground wire when the arrester is installed as shown in Figure  1c ,d and Figure 13b , then the voltage across the insulator will be approximately 40-75 kV or 43-78 kV in the case of a lightning strike to the middle or end of the overhead ground wire, respectively, as shown in Figure 15 . The voltage across the insulator depends on the ground resistance, the voltage at phase conductor, and the voltage at overhead ground wire. If the ground resistance increases, then the voltage across the insulator also increases according to Equations (15) and (16) [38] . In addition, the narrow grounding distance of the overhead ground wire will cause the voltage across the insulator to decrease, following Equation (13) .
The crest voltage of the overhead ground wire and phase conductor is given by
The voltage across the insulator is The crest voltage at the phase conductor is given by
(A.2) Strike to the Overhead Ground Wire
If lightning strikes the overhead ground wire when the arrester is installed as shown in Figure 1c ,d and Figure 13b , then the voltage across the insulator will be approximately 40-75 kV or 43-78 kV in the case of a lightning strike to the middle or end of the overhead ground wire, respectively, as shown in Figure 15 . The voltage across the insulator depends on the ground resistance, the voltage at phase conductor, and the voltage at overhead ground wire. If the ground resistance increases, then the voltage across the insulator also increases according to Equations (15) and (16) [38] . In addition, the narrow grounding distance of the overhead ground wire will cause the voltage across the insulator to decrease, following Equation (13) . Figures 14 and 15 show that if lightning strikes either the phase conductor or overhead ground wire, then the voltage across the insulator will be 205 kV at the middle and 305 kV at the end, which is below the critical flashover of the insulator. When compared to the voltage across the insulator without the install arrester (Figures 8 and 10) , the voltage across the insulator is very high; this means that there is a high probability of a flashover of the insulator. Hence, we should install the arrester in order to increase the reliability of the distribution line system. However, the number of arresters and the distance between the arresters in each concrete pole must be considered.
(B) Effect of the front and tail time of the lightning current wave shape on the voltage across the insulator
We consider the lightning current wave shape for various impact positions. If lightning strikes the phase conductor or overhead ground wire, then the voltage across the insulator does not change depending on the front and tail time of the lightning current wave shape, as shown in Figures 16 and  17 . The effects of the front and tail time are investigated with (Figures 11 and 12 ) and without ( Figures  16 and 17 ) an arrester installed. The results show that changing the front time lightning current wave shape only affects the voltage across the insulator when an arrester is not installed, that is, the voltage across the insulator decreases as the front time of the lightning current increases. When an arrester is installed, there is no effect on the voltage across the insulator. The crest voltage of the overhead ground wire and phase conductor is given by
The voltage across the insulator is Figures 14 and 15 show that if lightning strikes either the phase conductor or overhead ground wire, then the voltage across the insulator will be 205 kV at the middle and 305 kV at the end, which is below the critical flashover of the insulator. When compared to the voltage across the insulator without the install arrester (Figures 8 and 10) , the voltage across the insulator is very high; this means that there is a high probability of a flashover of the insulator. Hence, we should install the arrester in order to increase the reliability of the distribution line system. However, the number of arresters and the distance between the arresters in each concrete pole must be considered.
(B) Effect of the Front and Tail Time of the Lightning Current Wave Shape on the Voltage across the Insulator
We consider the lightning current wave shape for various impact positions. If lightning strikes the phase conductor or overhead ground wire, then the voltage across the insulator does not change depending on the front and tail time of the lightning current wave shape, as shown in Figures 16 and 17 . The effects of the front and tail time are investigated with (Figures 11 and 12 ) and without (Figures 16  and 17 ) an arrester installed. The results show that changing the front time lightning current wave shape only affects the voltage across the insulator when an arrester is not installed, that is, the voltage across the insulator decreases as the front time of the lightning current increases. When an arrester is installed, there is no effect on the voltage across the insulator.
17. The effects of the front and tail time are investigated with (Figures 11 and 12 ) and without ( Figures  16 and 17 ) an arrester installed. The results show that changing the front time lightning current wave shape only affects the voltage across the insulator when an arrester is not installed, that is, the voltage across the insulator decreases as the front time of the lightning current increases. When an arrester is installed, there is no effect on the voltage across the insulator. (C) Arrester energy discharge at different overhead ground wire distances
The arrester energy discharge depends on the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and the ground resistance value. This has been studied in case of a lightning strike to the phase conductor and overhead ground wire, as shown in Figure 18 . The simple arrester discharge energy equation is expressed by [38] . The arrester energy discharge depends on the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and the ground resistance value. This has been studied in case of a lightning strike to the phase conductor and overhead ground wire, as shown in Figure 18 . (C) Arrester energy discharge at different overhead ground wire distances
The arrester energy discharge depends on the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and the ground resistance value. This has been studied in case of a lightning strike to the phase conductor and overhead ground wire, as shown in Figure 18 . The simple arrester discharge energy equation is expressed by [38] . The simple arrester discharge energy equation is expressed by [38] .
From Equation (17), we see that the arrester energy depends on the discharge voltage (EA) and lightning current magnitude (I), and from Equation (13), we know that E A = e c − (I R xR). Therefore, reducing the resistance of the ground rod (R) increases the discharge voltage (E A ) and the current discharge (I A ) through the struck arrester, increasing the energy discharge (W A ). Figure 19 shows that the energy absorbed by the arrester increases as the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and ground resistance decrease; the energy absorbed at the end of the phase conductor is approximately 1.3 times that of the middle. The energy discharge can be estimated using the following equation [38] :
Thus, we see that the arrester energy depends on the discharge voltage (EA) and the lightning current magnitude (I), and from Equation (15) we know that
increasing the resistance of the ground rod (R) increases the discharge voltage (EA) and the current discharge (IA) through the struck arrester; the energy discharged (WA) when lightning strikes the ground wire also increases. Figure 20 shows that the energy absorbed by the arrester increases when the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and ground resistance increase; there is little difference in the energy absorbed at the end or in the middle of the overhead ground wire. The energy discharge can be estimated using the following equation [38] :
Thus, we see that the arrester energy depends on the discharge voltage (EA) and the lightning current magnitude (I), and from Equation (15) we know that E A = (I R xR) − e c . Therefore, increasing the resistance of the ground rod (R) increases the discharge voltage (E A ) and the current discharge (I A ) through the struck arrester; the energy discharged (W A ) when lightning strikes the ground wire also increases. Figure 20 shows that the energy absorbed by the arrester increases when the grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and ground resistance increase; there is little difference in the energy absorbed at the end or in the middle of the overhead ground wire.
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(D) Arrester Energy Discharge for Different Lightning Current Wave Shapes
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The tail time of the lightning current wave shape is an important parameter affecting the arrester energy discharge. As shown in Figure 22 , if lightning strikes either the phase conductor or overhead ground wire, then the arrester energy discharge will increase as the tail time of the lightning current wave shape increases. The tail time of the lightning current wave shape is an important parameter affecting the arrester energy discharge. As shown in Figure 22 , if lightning strikes either the phase conductor or overhead ground wire, then the arrester energy discharge will increase as the tail time of the lightning current wave shape increases. Figures 8-22 show that the voltage across the insulator and the arrester energy may be sensitive to many factors, such as the ground resistance, grounding distance of the overhead ground wire, and the impact position and waveform of the lightning current. This is significant for the installation of lightning protection systems, which should be designed to optimize all of these factors. For example, it is important to know that if lightning strikes the phase conductor, then very low grounding resistance values can reduce the insulation flashover, but the surge arresters may fail because high Figures 8-22 show that the voltage across the insulator and the arrester energy may be sensitive to many factors, such as the ground resistance, grounding distance of the overhead ground wire, and the impact position and waveform of the lightning current. This is significant for the installation of lightning protection systems, which should be designed to optimize all of these factors. For example, it is important to know that if lightning strikes the phase conductor, then very low grounding resistance values can reduce the insulation flashover, but the surge arresters may fail because high discharged currents can flow through them easily when the grounding resistance is very low. It is also important to know that the end of the line should be considered specifically. Figure 1b shows the angle support structure used for the analysis of the critical lightning current and the back-flashover rate.
Average Critical Lightning Current and Back-Flashover Rate
The average critical lightning current was obtained from the simulation using the ATP/EMTP; the result shows that the ground resistance and grounding distance of the overhead ground wire affect the critical lightning current. For example, when the grounding distance of the overhead grounding wire is 40 m, reducing the ground resistance from 50 to 1 Ω causes the average critical lightning current to increase from 10 to 107 kA. On the other hand, if the ground resistance is 1 Ω, then increasing the grounding distance from 40 to 200 m causes the average critical lightning current to decrease from 107 to 8 kA. It was found that, if the ground resistance is greater than 30 Ω, then the critical lightning current will be approximately equal to the average value for every grounding distance of the overhead ground wire. The critical lightning current close to the average is beneficial to the distribution line system because it is easier to withstand, as shown in Figure 23a .
The back-flashover rate was estimated in Reference [39] , which showed that the ground resistance and grounding distance of the overhead ground wire affect the back-flashover rate. For example, when the grounding distance of overhead ground wire is 40 m, then increasing the ground resistance from 1 to 50 Ω will cause the back-flashover rate to increase from 0.7 to 15 flashes/100 km/year. On the other hand, if the ground resistance is 1 Ω, then increasing the grounding distance from 40 to 80 m will cause the back-flashover rate to increase from 0.7 to 8.5 flashes/100 km/year. We found that a ground resistance greater than 30 Ω resulted in a back-flashover rate of approximately 15 flashes/100 km/year at every grounding distance of the overhead ground wire, as shown in Figure 23b. example, when the grounding distance of overhead ground wire is 40 m, then increasing the ground resistance from 1 to 50 Ω will cause the back-flashover rate to increase from 0.7 to 15 flashes/100 km/year. On the other hand, if the ground resistance is 1 Ω, then increasing the grounding distance from 40 to 80 m will cause the back-flashover rate to increase from 0.7 to 8.5 flashes/100 km/year. We found that a ground resistance greater than 30 Ω resulted in a back-flashover rate of approximately 15 flashes/100 km/year at every grounding distance of the overhead ground wire, as shown in Figure  23b . 
If Lightning Strikes Connection Point between Overhead Lines and Underground Cables
Method
This analysis shows the effect of a lightning strike to the connection point between the overhead lines and the underground cables. The average lightning current in Thailand is 40 kA injected into the connection point. The criterion is that, when lightning strikes at the connected point (point A), it causes overvoltage in the overhead line, underground cable, and 24 kV equipment. If this overvoltage is more than the basic impulse level of equipment (125 kV), it results in the electrical equipment, such as underground cable, potentially being damaged later. The system is shown in Figure 24 . 
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The pole structure at point A, which is situated between the overhead distribution line and the underground cable, will use the 24 kV distribution system in Thailand, as shown in Figure 25 , consisting of a 3-phase single-conductor cable (spaced aerial cable type) of 185 mm 2 and an overhead line connected with 70, 240, or 400 mm 2 underground cables by a connector called the terminator. The shield of the cable is connected to the ground wire outside the pole to the main ground rod system.
The underground cable is a 12/20 kV copper wire according to International Standard IEC 502. The line is a single core line, cross-linked polyethylene insulated (XLPE), copper wire screen, and polyethylene jacketed, which receives the maximum current of approximately 200, 400 and 600 amperes, respectively. The structure and conductor size are shown in Figure 26 and Table 5 .
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Results
The lightning arrester is used as a device to prevent lightning overvoltage to the connection point between overhead lines and underground cables. There are three scenarios in which this part can experience lightning overvoltage: Scenario 1: Lightning arrester is not installed. Scenario 2: Lightning arrester is installed at only the connection point between the overhead lines and the underground cables (point A).
Scenario 3: Lightning arrester is installed at both the connection point between the overhead line and the underground cables (point A) and also installed at the end of the underground cable (point B). 
The lightning arrester is used as a device to prevent lightning overvoltage to the connection point between overhead lines and underground cables. There are three scenarios in which this part can experience lightning overvoltage: Scenario 1: Lightning arrester is not installed. Table 6 . The results show that the system is not protected by the lightning arrester when the lightning strikes at the connection point (point A), causing the excess overvoltage that occurs at the connected points A and B (the end of the cables), which is greater than 125 kV (24 kV system's insulation durability), and causes the underground cables and 24 kV equipment connected to them to be damaged.
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Scenario 1: Lightning Arrester is Not Installed Figures 27-33 can be summarized, as shown in Table 6 . The results show that the system is not protected by the lightning arrester when the lightning strikes at the connection point (point A), causing the excess overvoltage that occurs at the connected points A and B (the end of the cables), which is greater than 125 kV (24 kV system's insulation durability), and causes the underground cables and 24 kV equipment connected to them to be damaged. Table 7 . The results show that the system is protected by lightning arrester at the connecter point (point A) in the case of a lightning strikes to the phase conductor causing overvoltage at the end of the cable (point B) of over 125 kV when the cable is longer than 400 m.
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Discussion
This study was designed to evaluate a direct lightning strike to the 24 kV distribution lines in Thailand by using overhead ground wire and surge arrester to protect the distribution line system. The aim of this study was to find ways to reduce the voltage across the insulator, the back-flashover rate, and the arrester energy discharge in order to reduce power outages on the 24 kV distribution line in Thailand. The ATP/EMTP was used for this project, and the following conclusions can be made.
•
The voltage across the insulator at the end of the line is greater than that in the middle of the line. For this reason, the end of the line should be specially protected by the lightning protection team. For example, an overhead ground wire should be installed above the structure, or a surge arrester should be applied at the end of the line.
The ground resistance and the grounding distance of overhead ground wire are significant variables for decreasing the back-flashover rate and power outage rates resulting from lightning strikes to the overhead ground wire. However, in areas where the ground resistance is high, the team should request to add the critical flashover of the insulator.
If installing surge arresters would make the voltage across the insulator lower than the critical flashover of the electrical insulator, then a small grounding distance of the overhead ground wire and a lower ground resistance are not always desirable. This is because they reduce the voltage across the insulator and the back-flashover rate if lightning strikes the overhead ground wire. However, if lightning strikes the phase conductor, then the absorbed arrester energy will increase, and there is the possibility that the arrester will fail. •
The tail time is significant when considering the absorbed arrester energy, whereas the front time is important when the focus is on the voltage across the insulator.
This research can be applied to the design of the grounding system standard in order to improve the grounding system design of the 24 kV distribution lines in Thailand.
The lightning strikes directly to the connection point between overhead line and underground cable cause overvoltage at the connection and the end of the underground cable of over 125 kV (basic impulse level of the 24 kV system). Furthermore, when the system is protected with only a lightning arrester at the connection point, it results in overvoltage of lower than 125 kV, but at the end of the cable, it is still greater than 125 kV when the cable is longer than 400 m. Fortunately, we
Energies 2019, 12, 3193 28 of 31 also found that the system is protected with lightning arrester at the connection point and the end of the cable resulting in overvoltage throughout the cable is lower than the basic impulse level of insulation of 125 kV.
The position of lightning current is investigated, such as the middle of the line, the end of the line and the connected point between overhead line and underground cables. The ATP/EMTP was used to find the results and compared to reliable equations. The ground resistance value at each pole was varied at 1-50 Ω; however, when the lightning strikes the system, then the grounding resistance may be slightly decreased. The span of the surge arrester was not considered in this paper. • Future work will consider a verifiable comparison between the ATP/EMTP and reliable equations, and the span of the surge arrester should be tested in more detail to produce a more effective insulation design.
